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"The use of animals in laboratory experiments is not only a controversial issue but, usually, a highly emotional one. Animal lovers, seeking to prevent such experimentation, tend to argue passionately but, so often, without knowing the facts -- this only weakens their position. Scientists, not directly involved themselves, often argue, equally vehemently, in order to protect the 'rights' of colleagues who are, and on behalf of the principle of scientific freedom."

"If animals are to be protected from abuse it is desperately important that all those concerned should know the real facts. I would urge both layman and scientist, those for such experimentation as well as those against, to see this film."

Dr. Jane Goodall
SUMMARY OF THE FILM

TOOLS FOR RESEARCH exposes the abuse and waste of laboratory animals and advocates the use of alternatives to animals in testing, education, and research. It attempts to answer these questions:

* How many animals are used in research every year?
* Are lab animals protected by law?
* Does animal research really help humans?
* Can there be effective research without animals?
* Who profits from animal research?

The film refutes many of the myths that have been perpetrated, such as the myth that laws protect lab animals. The film reveals that many experiments are repeated over and over, and that much research has nothing to do with medical advances, but instead tests consumer products and military weapons. Alternatives are shown, thus disproving the myth that animals must always be used. The question of who profits is only partially answered, because the business of animal research is so hidden from the public, that statistics must be estimated.

TOOLS FOR RESEARCH widens the issue of lab animals to legal and moral rights for all animals, connecting this idea with other struggles for liberation. The film suggests we humans are kin to and have responsibility to other life forms on earth.

Like all investigative reportings, TOOLS FOR RESEARCH asks more questions than it answers, encouraging the viewer to probe further in the hidden world of animal research.

QUESTIONS AND PROJECTS

- How many laboratory animals are used every year for purposes of research, education, and testing in your state?
- Does your state have anti-cruelty laws protecting lab animals? To begin this project, phone or write your local representative or a humane organization.
- Can stray dogs and cats in your city be sold or given to research labs? Set up an interview with an official at a local pound or humane society and discuss (pet) pound seizure.
- Are humane groups in your state fighting pound seizure? How? Should the public vote on whether or not stray animals are turned over to research laboratories?
- Does your school use animals? How many? Where do they come from? Try interviewing the dealer who supplies the animals. Find out how many animals the dealer sells per year, the profit made per year by the dealer, and the profits per animal. What is the dealer's source for the animals?
- If your school uses animals, who takes care of them?
Find out if the manufacturer of a commonly used consumer product in your home tests each and every new, "improved" product on animals. It can be bleach, lipstick, oven cleaner, paint remover, etc. If animals are used, are they anesthetized during the testing? Do they get pain-relieving drugs? What exactly is the test? What happens to the animals eventually?

Find out how much tax money goes to support animal research by acquiring a copy of the animal research budget from the National Institutes of Health in Washington, D.C. (A production assistant working on TOOLS FOR RESEARCH was unable to acquire this government document.)

Select an ancillary business (manufacturer of cages, water bottles, incinerators, etc.) and try to work up their "profit picture."

Go to a local teaching hospital, testing lab, or college. Talk to a scientist who uses animals. Try to get a tour of the animal facilities. Take your camera.

Students interested in a career in science might write a paper on variations that skew test results when using animals.

Investigate alternatives to animals. TOOLS FOR RESEARCH covered only three. There are many more. They include cell and tissue culture, mathematical and computer modeling, clinical and epidemiological studies, and chemical techniques. Talk to a scientist using alternatives. Why is he/she using alternatives?

One of the people in the film, Dr. Redbird Pinkerman, is a Native American. What is the typical attitude of Native Americans towards animals?

Interview a physician you know. Did he/she use animals in medical school? What did he/she feel about the animals at the time? Now? If you remember Dr. Pinkerman's experience, you can relate that and ask for the physician's comments.

Another person in the film, John George, is a black who says, "You know, my people were the first laboratory animals in America." What did he mean? Do you know of instances in which women or minority people were subjected to involuntary experimentation?

The film suggests treatment of lab animals is similar to the treatment of black slaves, Japanese-Americans who were incarcerated during World War II, and oppressed women. Do you agree?

Penicillin helps many human beings, but at low doses it can kill guinea pigs. What other drugs have widely differing results on animals and humans? What are your conclusions?

In the film, Dr. Donald Doyle mentions the unspoken "social contract" we have with animals. Do you agree there is such a contract?
We humans hold ourselves accountable to each other and to the human community. We have laws and traditions that regulate social behavior—from stop signs to Supreme Court decisions on racial and gender discrimination. Should the research community also be accountable to society?

Using Jeff Diner's "Physical and Mental Suffering of Experimental Animals," choose an experiment that has been repeated many times over a period of years (e.g., amputating the forelegs of mice to see if they still try to groom themselves.) Find out if this experiment is being done at your school or a nearby college. If it is, why is it being repeated?

Military experiments are shown in the film. Do you know of any others that have been recently reported in the press, or shown in other films? If you live near an armed services base, contact the librarian at the base and try to get information on any current weapons testing experiment using animals.

**HUMANE ORGANIZATIONS**

There are many groups of all sizes and all persuasions. Some would outlaw all research, some would allow some, provided laws protecting animals are enacted. Before you support or join any group, whether listed below or not, make sure it has a good record of helping animals.

**Action for Animals**
P.O. Box #20184
Oakland, CA 94620

**American Fund for Alternatives to Animal Research**
175 West 12th Street
New York, NY 10011

**Animal Protection Institute of America**
P.O. Box #22505
Sacramento, CA 95822

**Animal Rights Connection**
P.O. Box #20408
Oakland, CA 94620

**Animal Rights Network** (publishes *Agenda*)
P.O. Box #5234
Westport, CT 06881

**Animal Welfare Institute**
P.O. Box #3650
Washington, DC 20007

**Coalition to End Animal Suffering in Experiments (CEASE)**
P.O. Box #27
Cambridge, MA 02238

**Feminists For Animal Rights**
P.O. Box #10017
North Berkeley Station
Berkeley, CA 94709
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA)
P.O. Box #56272
Washington, DC 20011

Society for Animal Rights, Inc.
421 South State Street
Clarks Summit, PA 18411
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Related Bullfrog Films

THE LAST CHANCE 28 mins 1980
Describes the National Zoo's endangered species project in Front Royal, VA. Great pains are taken to study the animals' habits unobtrusively so they can live and reproduce in peace.

THE VEGETARIAN WORLD 29 mins 1984
Overview of history and practices of vegetarianism worldwide. Examines motives which include health, economics, and ethical concerns.
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